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Atomic scale computer modelling can be used in various ways in the field of nanomaterials 
science.  Its role has traditionally been to support experimental work: for example 
discriminating between different structural models based on agreement of simulated spectra 
with available experimental data.  Recent advances in both computer power and available 
algorithms mean we now have an unprecedented level of accuracy with atomic simulations, 
and the capability of routinely modelling extremely large scale systems containing many 
thousands of atoms.  This allows us to move beyond confirmation of experimental findings 
towards realistic predictive models. 
 
In this talk I will present some of our recent work using DFT calculations to help develop new 
“virtual materials”, such as two-dimensional networks of extended pi-conjugated polymers, 
edge control in carbon nanoribbons, and new approaches to indirect chemical doping in 
carbon nanotubes [1].  I will highlight ongoing collaborations with Japanese institutions, 
notably a new double degree programme with Toyo University [4], and links with Nagoya 
University (including an EU IRSES project on fluorinated nanocarbons [5]).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure: (left) 2D-network of conjugated polymers [2], (right) Substitutional nitrogen impurity in 

graphene, neighbouring a structural defect (5-7-7-5 “Stone-Thrower-Wales” defect) [3] 
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In close collaboration with experimental colleagues, I use atomic scale computer simulations to 
understand and design new carbon-based nanostructures with unique customised properties, 
either through new structural topologies or chemical and structural modification. 
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Chris Ewels graduated from Oxford University in 1993 after studying “Metallurgy and the Science 

of Materials”, with a fourth year at the Max Planck Institute for Powder Metallurgy. He received a 
Ph.D. in 1997 from the University of Exeter UK, for computational studies of oxygen defects in 
silicon.  He then moved to Sussex University where he worked on radiation induced defects in 
graphite and carbon nanosystems.  At Sussex he joined the Vega Science Trust with Sir Harry Kroto, 
where he created an online science TV channel and developed a passion for public communication of 
science.  In Paris he worked at ONERA and was then a Marie Curie Individual Research Fellow at the 
Universite Paris Sud within the electron microscopy group of Professor Christian Colliex.  In 2006 he 
took up a permanent post with the CNRS at the Institute of Materials in Nantes.   

His work focuses on computer modelling of point and line defects in nanoscale carbons and oxides, 
and he has authored over 100 journal publications including six book chapters.  His interest in science 
communication continues, having exhibited his nanoscience art in the US (www.ewels.info) and 
established an award winning EU funded nanoscience web video project 
(www.youtube.com/nano2hybrids).  In 2006 he received the European Marie Curie Excellence Award.  
He now runs the transversal nanocarbon action at the Institute of Materials in Nantes.  His links with 
Japan began with a 2 month visit in 2006 to the Electron Microscopy Group of Prof. Kazu Suenaga at 
AIST Tsukuba.  Since then he travels regularly to Japan.  With Prof. Toru Maekawa he has established 
the first ‘double degree programme’ for exchange of PhD students between Nantes University and 
Toyo University’s BioNano Centre.  He also collaborates with the fullerene research group of Prof. 
Shinohara at Nagoya, and is involved in a European network “NanoCF” with Stephen Irle at Nagoya 
University exploring fluorinated nanocarbon materials. 
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